Environmental Pollution Situation and Industrial Relocation Program in Ho Chi Minh City

QUACH TO DUNG

The contradiction between industrial development and environmental pollution in Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC) has been becoming a big challenge for the city in the integration and sound development process.

In the HCMC area, there are over 30,000 industries and small-scale industries with more than 480,000 workers. These industries produce a big quantity of goods, obtaining 1/3 industrial production value in the whole country. Besides the achievements the industry branch contributes to the city, environmental pollution issues due to industrial activities are more and more seriously. In the resident centralized main areas such as District 5, 6, 11, Tan Binh District and the districts located around the city centre such as District 8, 9, Thu Duc District, District 12, etc., environmental pollution situation is very serious.

In technological aspect, generally, a minority of industries is modern, and the rest is average and obsolete. In addition, investment level for environmental protection is still low, industrial activities and small-scale industrial activities have been polluting the environment in many aspects such as air pollution, surface water and underground water pollution, smoke and dust pollution, and noise, etc.

Since the National Environmental Protection Law was promulgated, the city government has steered to carry out pollution overcoming programs as follows:

- The Pollution Situation Survey Program, which was carried out from 1993 – 1996. The program carried out concrete surveys and measured pollution level in 265 industries. The survey program issued “Black Book” including 87 industries having pollution levels, which exceed many times if compared to the permitted limits.

- The Cleaner Production Program is carried out by United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) and funded by SIDA.

- The Revolving Fund and Industrial Pollution Reduction Program from a loan of The Asian Development Bank (ADB).

- The low cost and modernizing company support program to create competition and promote export (by promoting fund for company supporting need).

- Carried out policies in planning branches, constructing concentrated industrial zones, relocating industrial structure in accordance with urban development plan in the city, etc.

The policy of implementing industrial relocation contributes not only to reduce environmental pollution but also to renovate technology and equipment of industries. Industrial relocation in HCMC also contributes to relocate residential areas, changes industrial structure and labour structure in the suburbs and renovates urban areas in HCMC.

Up to now, however, all whole city has 3,000 polluting industries including over 1,200 polluting industries must be relocated by the surveys. In which, 14 heavy polluting production fields need to be concentrated to settle such as chemicals, tannery, bleaching and dyeing, products made from rubber, wood processing, paper, food processing, etc.

---

1 Deputy Head and Vice Director, Department of Industry, Relocation Steering Unit, Ho Chi Minh City
Before the current environmental pollution situation, HCMC Committee of the Party, HCMC People’s Committee steered that it is pressing and necessary to carry out the program of industrial relocation to concentration zones and surrounding areas. This program carried out from the early 2002 and basically finished at the end of 2004. The main purpose of this program is to carry out 3 tasks, which are pressing and necessary at the same time:

1. Defining objects causing environmental pollution and objects need to be relocated;
2. Planning industrial zones and new areas where the polluting industries can move to;
3. Carrying out support policies for relocation of industries.

- Objects causing environmental pollution are industries causing environmental pollution levels exceeding permitted standards defined by criteria promulgated by Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment. In these cases, locations and equipment/technologies, land use as well as social – economic benefits of industries are carefully considered.

- Regarding to planning industrial zones, HCMC has been concentrating to hasten the process of compensation and clearance, investment and construction 14 concentrated industrial zones and groups of small scale industries in districts. At present, HCMC has been promoting activities: investment and construction of industrial zones serving industrial relocation such as Hiep Phuoc Industrial Zone; extension of Le Minh Xuan Industrial Zone, Tan Tao Industrial Zone, Vinh Loc Industrial Zone; re-planning of Tan Phu Trung Industrial Zone, An Ha Industrial Zone (IZ); construction of groups of industries and small scale industries in districts, etc.

- Regarding to carrying out the support policies, the City promulgated Decisions no. 78, 80, 81 and 08, stipulating objects, which are given the support policies when relocation and the other support policies such as: Acceptance of function changes of industries, selling properties and obsolete equipment in order to create new investment capital to industrial zones, exemptions of land use fees, taxes, subsidies for interest rates, training support and labour settlement, etc. Especially, paying more attention of support policies for investors constructing industrial zones to serve the industrial relocation program for facilities such as centralized waste water treatment plant, transport facilities and public facilities serving staff and workers of relocated industries: kindergartens, medical stations.

The city government also agreed with Ministries, Branches, General Corporations, districts to define and issue a list of environmental polluting industries, issuing a list of 14 fields, which are polluting and are not granted for their continuous business licenses or new investment permits in the residential concentrating areas.

As soon as the early 2002, the city government organized to carry out pilot relocation of 10 main industries in order to be able to improve and perfect the support policies for industrial relocation.

In the period of 2003 – 2004, the city government concentrates on:

- Supplement, complete policies encouraging industrial relocation;
- Disseminate detailed plans of industrial zones, industrial groups, trade villages (home craft and small scale industries) beside or in concentrated industrial zones.
- Issue a list of industries, which must be relocated with schedule for relocation so that the public can participate in control activities.
- Guide procedures of industrial relocation:
  + Guide industries implementing relocation to prepare an investment project for relocation and look for a new site.
  + Guide industries, which need to treat environmental pollution issues at sites to prepare a project of environmental pollution treatment.
+ Enhance information exchanges, close cooperation with authorities and industries. Disseminate representing cases. Launch campaigns of awareness raising to positively impact the program in according to the plan.

+ Organize to carry out the pilot program of wastewater fee collection for industries.

+ Approve decentralized administration for environmental management activities in IZs for IZ Units.

+ Set up program of operation with Departments, districts to enhance control, monitoring of implementing environmental protection requirements according to the regulations.

- Regarding to costs for implementation of industrial relocation program, it is implemented according to the guideline “Both the State and industries have responsibilities”. Apart from industry – own capital, loans, the city government withdraws approximately VND 200 billion per year from the budget for compensation for interest rates industries must to pay when carrying out relocation and implementing environmental pollution reduction at sites if these cases appropriate to industrial plans in HCMC area.

- Regarding to framework of organization and management for the program of environmental pollution reduction and industrial relocation to centralized IZs and surroundings. The city government established the Steering Unit including one head (Vice Chairman of HCMC PC has responsibilities for industrial activities), one standing deputy head (Deputy Director of Department of Industry), one deputy head and some other members including leadership of Departments: Department of Science, Technology and Environment, Department of Planning and Investment, Department of Finance, Department of Planning and Architecture, Department of Agriculture and Rural Development, Department of Land and housing, Department of Construction, HCMC Security Office, HCMC Investment Fund for Urban Development (HIFU), Export Processing & Industrial Zones Unit, Tax Office, and the representatives of 22 districts, the representatives of Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment, Ministry of Construction, etc.

• After being actively carried out for nearly 2 years, the program has achieved some good results as follows:
  - Approved for over 1,000 industries having relocation plans (in which, 93 units will relocate in 2003);
  - 126 units have relocated;
  - 56 units have changed their products and over 1,800 units have overcome their environmental pollution issues at sites;
  - According to the first inventory, units relocating to the IZs have newly invested approximately VND 1,000 billion, including approximately VND 600 billion for basic construction and VND 400 billion for equipment, technology and recruited thousands of new labours.

The program has created synchronous and united changes amongst departments, levels, units of companies and local authorities, especially companies in awareness, significance of the objectives and implementation plan for the industrial relocation program. Along with production development and job settlement for labours, social responsibilities and the public awareness of responsibilities for environmental protection have been strengthened and raise higher and higher. The city government has carried out solutions of propagation and training, economic as well as enforcement to ensure carrying out successfully the program of environmental pollution reduction and industrial relocation to centralized IZs and surroundings.

Hoping that the leadership of the Party executive committee and the city government, implementation efforts of departments and districts and especially companies adding support – consultancy – assistance of international organizations as well as experiences in settlement of environmental pollution issues of the friendly cities will help HCMC in the early period of integration and sound development.
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